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An international round-robin inter-comparison of the spectral responsivity (SR) and current-voltage (I-V)
characteristics for dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) and crystalline silicon solar cells is reported for the
ﬁrst time. The crystalline silicon cells with various spectral responsivities were also calibrated by AIST to
validate this round-robin activity. On the basis of the remarkable consistency in Pmax (within ±1.4%
among participants) and Isc (within ±1.2% compared to the primary calibration of AIST) of the silicon
specimens, the discrepancy in the SR and photovoltaic parameters of ﬁve DSCs among three national
laboratories can be veriﬁed and diagnosed. Recommendations about sample packages, SR and I-V
measurement methods as well as the inter-comparison protocol for improving the performance
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Spectral responsivity
IeV characteristics

characterization of the mesoscopic DSCs are presented according to the consolidated data and the
experience of the participants.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

is the ﬁrst time an international round-robin inter-comparison of
the DSCs was performed and presented in public.

Solar power is the most abundant energy source for sustainable
development and solving global warming crisis. To convert efﬁciently the solar radiation into electricity, many photovoltaic (PV)
technologies based on diverse materials and architectures have
been developed [1,2]. Power conversion efﬁciency is one of critical
parameters for the academic researches, applications, mass production and marketing of the PV technologies. For all PV activities
(on a basis of international conformity), standards and criterions for
characterizing the performance of the mature PV technologies, e.g.
mono- and multi-crystalline silicon cells as well as their panels and
grid integration systems, have been well established. The recognized international standards such as IEC 60904, IEC 61646, IEC
61853 and so on were known. However, these standards and
measuring techniques may not satisfy completely the requirements
of the emerging PVs, inclusive of dye-sensitized [3,4], perovskite
[5,6], organic thin ﬁlm [7,8] solar cells, etc. This dilemma is due to
their novel and diverse materials, architectures, operation principles and unique characteristics. Therefore, not only the new materials, device conﬁgurations and fabrication procedures, but also
the methods and guidelines for improving the accuracy of efﬁciency characterization have been studied and proposed [9e17]. In
spite of these efforts, the international conformity of the measuring
results for the emerging PVs is still arduous because of the multitudinous divergence in facilities, measuring procedures and staff
training. The inconsistent results harm the PV research and
development [18]. To address this crucial issue, the best way is to
have the PV samples certiﬁed by the internationally accredited
standard laboratories, for instance, the National Institute of
Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) in Japan, the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in the United States
of America, and the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems
(ISE) in Germany [19]. In addition, the round-robin inter-comparison is an alternative route to achieve the uniformity of the results
between laboratories, following the established rules of an international community for primary reference solar cell calibration
[20].
The international round-robin inter-comparisons of organic
thin-ﬁlm solar cells and mini-modules based on conjugated polymers and fullerene derivatives have been reported [21e23].
Whereas no inter-comparison datum of the dye-sensitized solar
cells (DSCs) has been presented in literature. It should be due to this
PV technology based on mesoscopic metal oxides has unusual
characteristics such as the non-linear response, noticeable hysteresis [9e11,14,15] and unpredictable activation or degradation
induced by light soaking [24,25]. These features lead obstacles to
the international conformity of the PV performance results. To
provide more guidelines for the international standardization of
the performance characterization for DSCs, in this study we report a
round-robin inter-comparison on the spectral responsivity (SR) and
current-voltage (I-V) results between three national laboratories
(Research Center for New Generation Photovoltaics (RCNPV) of
National Central University (NCU) in Taiwan, Photovoltaic Laboratory at Korea Institute of Energy Research (KIER) in Korea and
Kanagawa Academy of Science and Technology (KAST) in Japan). It

2. Experimental
2.1. Preparation of DSC samples
TiO2 paste was prepared according to the literature [26]. The
mesoscopic TiO2 ﬁlm composed of a 12 mm thick layer of TiO2
anatase nanoparticles with an average diameter of 20 nm, and a
4 mm thick scattering layer (ca. 400 nm of the particle diameter).
After sintering, electrodes with the TiO2 area of ca. 0.16 cm2 were
immersed in a dye solution (containing 0.2 mM of CYC-B11 [27]
dissolved in acetonitrile/tert-butanol/dimethyl sulfoxide (volume
ratio: 1/1/1), in which 30 mM of chenodeoxycholic acid was added
as a co-adsorbent) at 40  C for 3 h. A Pt-coated ﬂuorine-doped tin
oxide glass (FTO, sheet resistivity of 15 U/square) was used as the
counter electrode. A low volatile electrolyte (therefore more stable
of the corresponding cell) was selected because the stability of DSC
samples is critical for the round-robin inter-comparison. The electrolyte contains 1 M 1-butyl-3-methyl-imidazolium iodide, 0.1 M
iodine, 0.1 M guanidinium thiocyanate and 0.5 M 4-tert-butylpyridine dissolved in 3-methoxypropionitrile.
In this round-robin inter-comparison, two types (A and B) of
DSC samples were measured. A-type samples (DSC-A1 and DSC-A2)
were used directly as bear cells without any accessory. B-type
samples (DSC-B1 ~ DSC-B3) were encapsulated as follows: two
leads were soldered on each cell as terminals for the measurements. The photo-anode was attached with an anti-reﬂection and
UV-cut off ﬁlm (l < 380 nm, Arktop, Asahi Glass), followed by
adhering a stainless steel mask with a thickness of 0.02 cm and
painted in black. The aperture area of mask is 0.15 cm2 (for DSC-B1
and DSC-B2) and 0.12 cm2 (for DSC-B3), respectively. After
mounting the cell on a black aluminum sheet with an area of
5 cm  5 cm and a thickness of 0.2 cm for thermal conduction, the
sample was covered entirely with black tapes to block as much as
possible the undesired reﬂection of light, except the designated
area and the leading wires.
2.2. Speciﬁcation of silicon solar cells
The designs of four crystalline silicon PV specimens are
compatible with the World Photovoltaic Scale (WPVS) [20].
Different optical ﬁlters were integrated as the top windows for
various spectral responsivity. SiPV-1 (BG40 ﬁlter) and SiPV-2 (KG5
ﬁlter) were both manufactured by the Fraunhofer-ISE. SiPV-3 (KG1
ﬁlter) and SiPV-4 (textured glass) were purchased from PV Measurements and Konica Minolta, respectively. The area of SiPV
specimens is approximate 4 cm2.
2.3. Inter-comparison protocol and procedures
Main instruments (the spectral response measurement systems,
solar simulators, spectroradiometers, reference cells and their
calibration level/traceability as well as the I-V sourcemeters) used
in this study are summarized in Table S1 of the Supplementary
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Information (SI). The SR and I-V characteristics of DSC and SiPV
samples were measured according to the standards IEC 60904-8
and IEC 60904-1, respectively. The spectral mismatch factor for
each sample was estimated according to the standard IEC 60904-7.
The I-V curves were corrected according to the mismatch factor and
the IEC 60891 standard. Except the SR and I-V measurements and
sample delivery, all samples were stored in dark at the moderate
temperature (20e25  C) and relative humidity (30e60%). A comparison in the sample area measurements among the participants
was not concerned because this round-robin activity aims at the SR
and I-V results instead of the efﬁciency. In other words, the shortcircuit current (Isc, rather than the current density), open-circuit
voltage (Voc), ﬁll factor (FF) and maximum output power (Pmax)
of the samples were compared to scrutinize the variation in PV
performance characterization. For this round-robin inter-comparison, the durability of DSC samples is an important issue. The SR
and I-V of DSC samples were repeatedly measured three times
(initial, in the middle and at the end) by RCNPV during this activity
to diminish the effects of sample stability on the comparative results. The detailed procedures is described below: the SR and I-V
measurements of the samples were done ﬁrst by RCNPV, then the
cells were delivered to KAST for the same measurements. After
KAST, all the DSC samples were characterized again at RCNPV
before sending to KIER. The ﬁnal measurement was also conducted
at RCNPV after the samples were sent back from KIER. The time
difference between the ﬁrst and the third (ﬁnal) measurements by
RCNPV is 31 days. At each laboratory, the SR and I-V measurements
were done within 2 days under the ambient temperature of
23 ± 2  C and the relative humidity of 50 ± 15%. After ﬁnishing the
round-robin inter-comparison, the Isc of four SiPV samples were
further conﬁrmed by AIST.
3. Results and discussion
In this round-robin test, ﬁve DSC samples with two types (A and
B) of packing (the photographs are displayed in Fig. 1) were used to
verify whether the sample encapsulation plays any critical role in
the photovoltaic data. Furthermore, four crystalline silicon-based
cells with diverse SR were also measured. The Isc values of these
silicon specimens were validated ﬁnally by the primary reference
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cell calibration laboratory of AIST followed ISO/IEC 17025 laboratory accreditation.
For obtaining accurate I-V results of DSCs which have the unpredictable spectral response, SR spectra should be measured prior
to the I-V measurements. This is not only for selecting one secondary (or primary) reference cell with the SR similar to samples to
adjust the intensity of solar simulators, but also for the following
three reasons: (1) the SR of new PV samples often mismatches with
the reference cell based on the conventional crystalline silicon, (2) a
disagreement between output spectra of solar simulators and the
AM 1.5 global standard is still unpreventable even used the stateof-the-art solar simulators, (3) it is difﬁcult to measure accurately
the absolute SR of samples and the absolute spectral irradiance of
the solar simulators. Therefore the calculation of spectral mismatch
factor (MMF) and the I-V curve correction methods were ﬁled in the
IEC standards to reduce the mismatching effects. In this roundrobin inter-comparison, the SR spectra of samples were measured
independently by each participant and the data were normalized to
unity for comparison.
The comparative SR results of DSC-A1 sample are displayed in
Fig. 2a. We found (from the three data obtained by RCNPV) that the
normalized SR proﬁle of DSC-A1 changes slightly during the delivery and repeated measuring. To analyze carefully the performance evolution of DSC-A1 sample and the difference in the results
among three laboratories, the deviation of normalized SR toward
the ﬁrst measurement by RCNPV (Fig. 2b) was inspected. Apparently the normalized SR data show an increase at the wavelength
shorter than 580 nm, meanwhile decays at longer wavelength. The
variations in normalized SR proﬁles should be caused by the absorption changes of the dye molecules in the cell, which was known
as a dye-iodine binding reaction [28,29]. The SR spectra of DSC-A1
sample obtained by RCNPV and KAST are close to each other, but
that measured by KIER shows an approximate 10% positive deviation in UV region. The data of DSC-A2 have a similar trend (see
Fig. S1a and b of SI). The normalized SR data of DSC-B1 shown in
Fig. 2c and d were used as another example. The tendency of the SR
for DSC-B1 detected by RCNPV is similar to the A-type DSCs but the
SR proﬁles of DSC-A1 and DSC-B1 in the UV region are different
because of DSC-B1 has attached an anti-reﬂection and UV-cut off
ﬁlm. Interestingly the SR results of DSC-B1 measured by three

Fig. 1. Photographs of A-type and B-type DSC samples.
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Fig. 2. Comparative spectral responsivity curves of DSC-A1 and DSC-B1 samples.

laboratories also show the perceptible diversities at around 380 nm
and 650e760 nm. Similar phenomenon was found in DSC-B2 and
DSC-B3 samples as the data displayed in Fig. S1cef of SI. To analyze
quantitatively the nonidentity in SR proﬁles, the centroid wavelength (lc) of the normalized SR spectra were appraised according
to equation (1), in which the wavelength (l1 and l2) encompasses
300e850 nm. Compared to the peak and onset wavelength, the
centroid wavelength can reﬂect the difference in the shape of the

normalized SR. As the data summarized in Fig. 3, the centroid
wavelength of all DSC samples traced by RCNPV exhibits blue shifts,
which is relevant to the absorption changes in the dye molecules
mentioned previously. The centroid wavelength obtained by KAST
is slightly red-shifted (<1.6 nm), whereas the data from KIER show
further blue-shifts (up to 2.1 nm in the case of DSC-A1), compared
to RCNPV.

Z l2

lc ¼

l1

SRðlÞ  ldl

Z l2
l1

Fig. 3. Deviation in the centroid wavelength of ﬁve DSC samples.

(1)
SRðlÞdl

In addition to the divergence between the design and maintenance of the measuring systems, the variation in SR results of DSC
samples is highly associated with the measuring methods adopted
by the participants without any prior consensus. Typically the SR
measurements can be divided into three modes: DC, AC and AC with
WB (white bias light) [10,11,14,15]. The former two modes have the
same feature for illuminating samples with mono-chromatic lights,
but differ from each other in light chopping and data acquisition
time: a current meter is used in the DC mode to collect directly the
current outputs; while in the AC mode, a lock-in ampliﬁer and a
resistor are utilized to convert the current signal to voltage. In the AC
with WB mode, the light chopping and data acquisition are identical
to the AC mode except an additional white bias light (the simulated
sunlight or other light sources) is applied simultaneously with the
mono-chromatic photons. It was reported [10,11,14,15] that no
matter AC or AC with WB is selected, typically the chopper frequency
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(Hz) must be very low (a single-digit level), due to a long equilibrium
time for DSCs. In this study, three groups all chose the AC with WB
mode for DSC samples. The chopper frequency used by each laboratory is 1.7 Hz (RCNPV), 2.3 Hz (KAST) and 1.0 Hz (KIER), respectively. The monochromatic light intensity selected by three
laboratories is 1 mW/cm2 (RCNPV), 2.5 mW/cm2 (KAST) and
0.5 mW/cm2 (KIER), respectively. Compared to the intensity (around
100 mW/cm2) of the WB used by collaborators, the difference in the
intensity of monochromatic light should be negligible. In other
words, we believe that the inconformity in the normalized SR proﬁles (Figs. 2 and 3) might be originated mainly from the different
levels of white bias light. Ideally the spectral distribution and total
irradiance of the white bias light should match well with the AM 1.5
global standard, like the standard testing conditions (STCs) for I-V
characterizations. However for DSCs with non-linear response, an
accurate white bias light intensity is still an issue under investigation. Furthermore, the temperature control of samples, wavelength
accuracy, resolution and stability of the systems, measuring procedures, sophisticated data acquisition settings, etc. are also
conceivable parameters which will affect the results for the SR
measurements using the AC with WB mode.
To clarify whether the divergence between measurement systems plays a non-negligible role in the unequal SR results of DSCs,
the normalized SR data of four crystalline silicon-based photovoltaic devices (SiPV-1 ~ SiPV-4) equipped with different optical ﬁlters
were also measured. As shown in Fig. 4, three participants have
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achieved an excellent agreement in SiPV-1 ~ SiPV-3 cells having the
main response in visible region (like the DSCs in this study).
Therefore we can conﬁrm that the spectral mismatch between the
bias lights and the AM 1.5 global standard is indeed a dominant
reason for the SR inconsistency of the non-linearly responsive DSC
samples. On the other hand, a distinct variation in the normalized
SR proﬁles of SiPV-4 (Fig. 4d) at the near-infrared (NIR) region is
found. It should be caused by the intrinsic designs and adjustments
of the facilities, in particular the monochromators and internal
standards for measuring SR in near IR region. Hence for PV samples
with the NIR response, more efforts are needed to reach the high
uniformity of normalized SR proﬁles among the groups. Nevertheless, it is convinced that such an inconsistency in SiPV-4 can be
eliminated once a calibrated cell with an identical (or similar) SR
proﬁle is adopted as a reference, or a high-ﬁdelity type solar
simulator is applied in the successive I-V measurements, since in
these two cases the mismatch factor (MMF) computed with equation (2) can approach unity.

Z l2
l

MMF ¼ Z 1l
2
l1

EAM1:5G ðlÞSR ðlÞdl
EAM1:5G ðlÞST ðlÞdl

Z l2
l

 Z 1l
2
l1

ES ðlÞST ðlÞdl
(2)
ES ðlÞSR ðlÞdl

where EAM 1.5G (l) presents the standard spectrum, ES (l) is the
spectral irradiance of the light source (typically the solar

Fig. 4. Comparative spectral responsivity spectra of four SiPV cells.
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simulator), SR stands for the spectral responsivity of the standard
reference cell, ST is the spectral responsivity of the specimen, and
the wavelength limits (l1 and l2) should comprise entirely the
responsive range of the reference cell and the specimen.
In this inter-comparison, three laboratories all selected carefully
the calibrated reference cells as the standards and used the highﬁdelity type solar simulators. The representative output spectra
of the solar simulators for three participants and the AM 1.5 global
standard spectrum are presented in Fig. 5. The normalized SR of
reference cells used by each participant for the DSC samples are
provided in Fig. S2 of SI. As the data summarized in Table 1, the
MMFs estimated individually by three groups for all the DSC and
SiPV samples show the deviation less than ±1.5%.
The I-V measurements conducted indoor with solar simulators
as the light source have been applied widely for the PV performance rating. The I-V measurement parameters, detailed PV data
and the corresponding I-V curves of ﬁve DSC cells are provided
respectively in Tables S2 and S3 and Fig. S3 of SI. The relative deviation in the photovoltaic parameters (Pmax, Isc, Voc and FF) are
depicted in Fig. 6. During this round-robin activity, the initial and
ﬁnal Pmax values of DSC cells measured by RCNPV reveal that they
all have good stability over 92%. However, the Pmax of two types
DSC samples exhibits different evolution (Fig. 6a): the ﬁtting curves
for DSC-A1 and A2 are parabola, whereas that of B-type DSC samples decays quasi-linearly. The variation in the Pmax evolution
between the two types (A-type versus B-type) DSC devices should
be due to the differences in sample handling (such as clips and
alignments), measurement settings, and different degrees of light
shield for A-type DSCs. In this inter-comparison, no constraint in
masks using for the I-V measurements of A-type DSCs (bare cells).
KIER used masks with an aperture slightly larger than the TiO2 area
to reduce the undesired light reﬂection and diffusion. The aperture
area adopted by RCNPV is close to the total projected area [19] of
the A-type DSC samples to decrease the light reﬂection from clips
and cables; while KAST did not use any mask. This inconsistency in
mask usages leads the difference not only in light paths and the
effective illumination area of samples, but also in light-soaking
time for reaching the desired sample temperature (25 ± 1  C).
On the basis of PV parameters evolution (from the data
measured at RCNPV), we found that the deviation in Pmax of DSCA1 among three participants is up to 16.6% which is signiﬁcantly
larger than the magnitude (all are less than ±5.5%) of B-type
samples. To scrutinize the Pmax divergence of the two types DSC
cells between the participants, three PV parameters (Isc, Voc and

Fig. 5. Representative output spectra of three high-ﬁdelity type solar simulators.

Table 1
The spectral mismatch factors (MMF) of samples.
Sample

RCNPV-1st

KAST

RCNPV-2nd

KIER

RCNPV-3rd

DSC-A1
DSC-A2
DSC-B1
DSC-B2
DSC-B3

0.997
1.000
1.008
1.010
1.010

0.999
0.999
1.004
1.005
1.004

0.996
0.999
1.009
1.011
1.010

0.996
0.996
0.985
0.985
0.986

0.995
0.999
1.006
1.008
1.008

SiPV-1
SiPV-2
SiPV-3
SiPV-4

0.992
1.006
1.014
1.000

0.999
0.995
0.997
0.999

NA
NA
NA
NA

1.008
1.000
0.995
1.009

NA
NA
NA
NA

FF) are compared as shown in Fig. 6bed. For A-type samples the
diversity in Isc is clearly a major factor for the disagreement in
Pmax. Similar conclusions were found in the previous round-robin
activities [21e23,30]. The dispersion in Isc comes mainly from the
measurement of the solar simulators' output irradiance, in which
numerous elements are involved. For example, the calibration
validity of the reference cells and the spectroradiometers, quality of
the solar simulators, alignments of the samples and the reference
cells, an estimation of MMF as well as the I-V curve corrections. In
the A-type DSCs, the major reason for the signiﬁcant Isc inequality
between three participants is the using of masks as described
above. Contrast to the A-type samples, Isc deviation of the B-type
samples is only within ±4.0% (see Fig. 6b). These results indicate
clearly that the metal mask attached on DSCs is one of critical
components for the I-V measurements. Moreover, it should be
emphasized here that ±4.0% discrepancy in Isc is beyond the MMF
(within ±1.5% as the data summarized in Table 1). Thence for the
non-linearly responsive (Isc is not linear to the incident light intensity) DSC samples, it is better to adjust the light intensity of the
solar simulator according to the estimated MMF than to rely merely
on the correction of the I-V curve.
As the data shown in Fig. 6c, the Voc values of two A-type DSCs
measured by KAST are apparently higher (maximum divergence
is þ2.0%); whereas KIER's values are slightly lower (maximum
deviation is 0.8%) than those from RCNPV. On the other hand, the
Voc disagreement between three groups for three B-type samples
ranges from 0.4% to þ0.9%, which is remarkably smaller than the
discrepancy in A-type DSC samples. These results reveal the
importance of the black aluminum sheet used in sample packing
for the good thermal conduction. Typically the Voc is highly associated with the temperature of cells. Higher temperature leads
lower Voc [31e34] although the temperature coefﬁcient depends
on the components and conﬁguration of cells. In other words, the
control and measurement of temperature as well as the stability
and calibration of the associated meters must be taken care seriously in order to obtain the accurate Voc. In addition to using a
temperature control stage or chamber, mounting properly at least
one temperature sensor between the bare cell and the black
aluminum base is a way to obtain directly the cell temperature.
However, such a setup could not be used in the B-type DSCs for
three parties because of the mismatch in connectors among their
facilities.
Fig. 6d shows that the FF is another noticeable barrier toward
the Pmax coherence between three parties. For two A-type DSCs,
the FF evaluated by KAST is higher (maximum variation of þ1.2%
(DSC-A2)); whereas KIER's data is lower (the maximum deviation
is 6.6% (DSC-A1)) compared to the values from RCNPV. For B-type
samples, the FF of KAST and KIER are all lower than RCNPV's data:
the maximum dispersion for KAST and KIER is 1.7% (DSC-B1)
and 9.1% (DSC-B3), respectively. Usually there are numerous and
complicated factors related to the discrepancy in FF, such as the
incident light intensity, sample temperature, parasitic resistance of
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Fig. 6. Comparative PV parameters of ﬁve DSC samples. The results are normalized to the ﬁrst measurement of RCNPV, and the ﬁtting curves are based on the data of RCNPV.

I-V sourcemeters, imperfect four-wire connections [30], I-V
measuring methods, the Pmax ﬁttings, the stability of all facilities,
etc. Among these factors, the detailed I-V sweeping settings (for
instance, sweeping mode, sampling rate, applied voltage range and
interval, scanning direction, current sensing range, resolution and
repeated times) should be the major reasons. It was recommended
that a long I-V sampling delay time (from several hundred milliseconds to few seconds) should be helpful to diminish the hysteresis behaviors (or called capacitance effects) of the DSCs
[10,11,14,15] as well as some of the perovskite PVs [16,17] because
of the slow equilibrium of cells under an external bias. As the data
demonstrated in Fig. S4 of SI, it should be preferable to compare the
I-V curves swept independently in two directions (from Isc to Voc
(forward) and the reverse way) to scrutinize the hysteresis and
improve the reliability of I-V results. However, currently there is no
international standard or any distinct protocol established related
to the detailed I-V measurement settings for the DSCs. Table S2 of SI
summarizes the I-V sampling delay time and sweeping direction
selected independently by RCNPV, KAST and KIER for ﬁve DSC
samples which are 1 s (forward), 0.5 s (forward), and 0.4 s (average
of the forward and backward curves), respectively for the three
groups. In addition, the number of the effective I-V data points for
extracting PV parameters is approximate 90 (RCNPV), 160 (KAST)
and 70 (KIER), respectively. The corresponding scan rate of the I-V
curves is around 0.007 V/s (RCNPV), 0.008 V/s (KAST) and 0.011 V/s
(KIER), respectively. These informative data provide three conclusions: (1) the I-V sampling delay time indeed plays an important
role in the performance evaluation of DSCs, (2) the forward I-V

sweeping with a long sampling delay time should be more
appropriate than the average of two I-V curves scanned forward
and reversely except the hysteresis in I-V curves could not be
alleviated by slowing the scanning rate, (3) the sampling delay time
is more critical than the sampling points despite the scan rate can
be slowed via increasing the sampling points.
The PV parameters of the SiPVs with various spectral response
were also compared because of the following three reasons: (1) the
package of commercialized SiPVs (reference cells) has been standardized for improving the measuring repeatability, (2) the SiPVs
(unlike the DSCs) generally do not show any signiﬁcant non-linear
response or apparent current hysteresis, which are the best candidates to testify the inconsistency of the facilities and procedures
between laboratories, (3) currently the SiPVs have the robustness
superior to the state-of-the-art DSCs, which makes the analysis of
comparative results easier. Hence the SiPVs can be used as the
prime standards in all round-robin activities to verify the measurement conformity. The PV parameters and I-V curves of four
SiPV samples measured by three groups are provided respectively
in Table S4 and Fig. S5 of SI. The average results of the three groups
were adopted as the baselines for the comparison. Fig. 7aec show
the deviation in Isc, Voc and FF of four SiPV samples is ca. ±0.8%,
±0.6% and ±0.5%, respectively and the Pmax variation (Fig. 7d) is all
within ±1.4%. The conformity of Pmax obtained by three participants can be conﬁrmed by taking an index into account that the
Pmax measurement uncertainty of AIST for the crystalline silicon
PV modules is ±2.0% with an expanded coverage factor (k) of 2 (for
95% degree of conﬁdence) [30]. Besides, it is noted that the
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deviation of all PV parameters for SiPV-4 is lower than ±0.7% even
though the difference in normalized SR proﬁles (see Fig. 4d) is
deﬁnite. Thus the importance of selecting properly one calibrated
reference cell (with the SR proﬁle matches the testing samples) and
the advantage of using high-ﬁdelity solar simulators are shown
clearly.
The comparative results of A-type DSCs and the conclusions
from the previous round-robin tests [21e23,30] indicate that the
accuracy of Isc should be the most critical parameter toward the
international conformity. Hence four SiPVs were submitted to the
primary reference cell calibration laboratory of AIST to validate the
Isc values on the basis of ISO/IEC 17025 laboratory accreditation
after this round-robin test. Fig. 8 presents the Isc variation between
the participants and AIST. The Isc variation is within ±1.2%, and as
the red lines depicted in Fig. 8 the expanded measurement uncertainty of AIST primary calibration is ±0.72% (with the k of 2). To take
it into account that the absolute En numbers (a statistical method to
conﬁrm the consistency of comparative data as documented in the
ISO/IEC 17043 standard for proﬁciency testing) calculated for the
SiPVs are all lower than unity (for instance, the En value of SiPV-1
is < 0.91 (RCNPV versus AIST)), the accuracy of Isc measured by
three participants can be certiﬁed. According to the excellent
conformity and accuracy in PV data for four SiPV samples from
three participants, the validity of this round-robin inter-comparison can be testiﬁed. In other words, the disagreement in results for
the DSC samples was conﬁrmed.
4. Summary and recommendations

Fig. 8. Comparative Isc results of four SiPV samples. The data are normalized to the
primary calibration values of AIST.

the SR and I-V measurements for ﬁve dye-sensitized solar cells
(with two types of packages) and four crystalline silicon-based PV
cells is presented. By virtue of the excellent conformity and accuracy of the PV data for the four SiPV specimens, the data deviation
in DSC samples (Pmax deviation in A-type and B-type is up to 16.6%
and within ±5.5%, respectively) can be veriﬁed and the reasons for
data discrepancy can be diagnosed. Therefore seven

In this report, an international round-robin inter-comparison of

Fig. 7. Comparative PV parameters of four SiPV cells. The data are normalized to the average values measured by participants.
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recommendations are provided for the accurate performance
evaluation of the DSCs, according to the analysis of the intercomparison results and our experience:
(1) The sample packing (or encapsulation) should include a nontransparent, black and low reﬂective metal mask as well as a
top black cover to abate the undesired light reﬂection and
diffusion.
(2) Each sample should be attached properly on a metal plate for
the good thermal conduction. One or more thermal sensing
units should be inserted between the sample and the metal
base for controlling and monitoring the sample temperature.
(3) Two or four leads soldered to the sample as terminals for the
I-V measurements are necessary to assure a comfort fourwire connection and to improve the reproducibility of the
measurements. As I-V data of a B-type DSC measured with
two-wire and four-wire connection presented in Fig. S6 of SI,
to avoid the under-estimation of cell performance caused by
the IR drop, the four-wire conﬁguration is highly
recommended.
(4) The normalized SR proﬁle may affect signiﬁcantly the MMF
and the photovoltaic parameters. For the SR measurements,
it is recommended to use the AC with WB mode in combination with an extremely low chopping frequency (<3 Hz),
proper intensity of the white bias light (approximate
100 mW/cm2) and sample temperature (within 25 ± 2  C). If
only the DC or AC mode is available, the Isc under different
intensity of the monochromatic light should be measured to
identify the non-linear response of the sample. In practical
manners, an authentic SR proﬁle can be obtained once the
normalized data measured under various conditions
(different chopping frequency and light intensity) are all
superimposed with a negligible deviation. These recommendations are provided not only for ﬁnding out the most
appropriate SR measurement settings but also for attesting
the reliability of the measuring results.
(5) Selecting one or more calibrated standard reference cells
with the normalized SR proﬁle similar to sample is important. Furthermore, for non-linearly responsive cells such as
DSC it is highly recommended to tune the intensity of solar
simulator according to the estimated MMF. The standard
reference cell is one of the crucial factors to the accuracy of
PV parameters. It should be calibrated secondarily (or even
primarily) within a typical period of 1e3 years, depending on
the frequency of the usage and storage environment.
(6) Repeating the I-V measurements at the steady temperature
of 25 ± 1  C with various sampling delay times (ranges from
several hundred milliseconds to couple of seconds) is suggested for the cells having the hysteresis. For instance, a
delay time longer than 0.4 s is necessary for the DSC using
low-volatile electrolytes. The disagreement (a certain value
such as ±1% (relative)) of the FF extracted from two I-V
curves (forward and backward scans) should be a criterion to
conﬁrm the reliability of the results. Furthermore, a serial of
I-V measurements on one or more crystalline silicon-based
reference cells (before and after measuring each sample)
should be conducted, which is an effective method to
conﬁrm the stability of the solar simulator and I-V
sourcemeter.
(7) For round-robin inter-comparisons of DSCs, the durability of
samples is a critical issue needs to be taken care. The DSCs
with low (or non-) volatile electrolyte should be good candidates. The environmental conditions (temperature and
relative humidity as well as the illumination level) of the
sample storage should be recorded. The coordinator should
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trace opportunely the cell evolution when the samples are
not so stable. Therefore the impacts of sample instability on
data analysis can be mitigated. In addition, the stable crystalline silicon-based solar cells should be employed simultaneously as samples to conﬁrm the measurement
compatibility of all round-robin participants.
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